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ABSTRACT

We present a platform independent, generic and extensible framework for information visualization called ObVis. It allows reusing and customizing existing components (e.g., layout algorithms), supports a variety of data sources (e.g., database system, files and Web documents) and allows integrating external applications and services. It is decomposed in five different component hierarchies. Recombining and adding components and utilizing the framework enables a rapid development of visual-based applications and visualization tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, vast amounts of information are presented to analysts and users of computer systems in general. Traditionally, this information has been presented in textual form. To deal with large quantities of data, visualization techniques (e.g., cone trees [1], glyphs [2], magic lens [3], and parallel coordinate systems [4]) have been developed in recent years that allow visual exploration. These techniques are applicable in a wide range of fields. However, most visualization systems are tailored to the application domain and as a consequence, these techniques have been implemented numerous times. Moreover, most of the existing visualization systems primarily focus on representing information. In many domains, it is desirable to perform operations on the underlying data integrating visualization and for example data analysis or process control. This is a crucial issue when it is necessary to transform the original data in order to understand the information content.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of a generic and extensible framework for information visualization, called ObVis, which allows reusing existing components (e.g., layout algorithms). It supports a variety of data sources (e.g., database system, files and Web documents) and allows integrating external applications and services. The goal of the ObVis project is to create an infrastructure that allows a rapid development of visualization tools for a diverse range of domains.

The ObVis system is decomposed in five different groups of components that are described in section 2. The interfaces between these component groups are well defined. Recombining existing components stored in a repository supports a fast development of visual-based applications. The different component groups are arranged in a class hierarchy. New components can be added to the component library by extending existing classes. By utilizing inheritance and templates, the extension of ObVis becomes an easy task. The complexity of the ObVis system is hidden in the base classes of the component hierarchies. The basic features can be used by derived classes and be altered to give components an individual behavior. On one hand, this approach allows programmers with little graphics programming experience to create powerful visualization tools without having to know much about the implementation of the underlying technology (e.g., issues like performance optimization). On the other hand, it gives experienced programmers the opportunity to create highly customized applications. ObVis is implemented platform independent to reach a wide audience of users and developers. It supports a variety of data sources including database systems, conventional files and the Internet. ObVis possesses real-time capabilities and allows to plug in external applications that - controlled through a visual interface - perform operations on the underlying data.
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2 COMPONENTS

The ObVis system consists of five component groups: A domain class hierarchy, an information object class hierarchy, a layout algorithm class hierarchy, a pipe class hierarchy, and a services class hierarchy.

2.1 Domain Objects

The heart of an ObVis application is an instance of a class of the domain hierarchy. This so-called Domain Object (DO) represents the domain in which the visualization tool is operating. It stores information about the application domain and manages a heterogeneous collection of Information Objects (IOs), called the Object Collection (OC). The DO also controls the visual representation of the Object Collection and defines the layout algorithms that are permitted to operate on it. It processes events triggered by user interaction or external requests for exporting and importing data through pipes. The root of the Domain Object class hierarchy provides methods to manage the Object Collection (e.g., seek, add and delete IOs), interact with external applications and data sources, and process events. A user communicates with the DO, either directly through its dialog or indirectly through the visual representation of the OC.

2.2 Information Objects

An instance of a class of the information object class hierarchy, called Information Object (IO), represents an external entity (e.g., a gif file, a row in a relational database or a web document). Each IO has a class-specific visual representation and a set of applicable operations. A set of basic operations - for example for event processing - are derived from the root class of the IO class hierarchy. IOs have a class-dependent primary and secondary function that can be directly activated through the visualization. The primary function usually is the most performed operation on a certain object class. ObVis supports different viewing modes, which differ from each other in the assignment of different primary functions to the object classes. For example in ExploreMode, clicking on a picture object displays the picture, while in RearrangeMode it cuts it out to let the user place it at a different "place". The secondary function creates a class specific dialog that displays the state of the corresponding IO. It also allows the activation of a set of operations that are applicable to one instance of the particular class (e.g., "segment video" creating a set of keyframe pictures).

2.3 Layout Objects

Layout Objects (LOs) are instances of a class from the layout algorithm class hierarchy. A LO is applied to the Object Collection or to a subset of it and spatially arranges the geometric representation of the affected IOs. The state of a LO is displayed in a dialog that is accessible through the DO's dialog. This Dialog is also used to configure the particular layout algorithm. LOs are applicable to a certain IO class and its descendents. Generic LOs - for example, structural LOs like the cone tree layout - are applicable to objects derived from the root of the IO class hierarchy. Other, more individual LOs require the existence of specific IO attributes and are therefore only applicable to IOs of certain classes.

2.4 Pipe Objects

An instance of a class from the pipe object class hierarchy is called a pipe object (PO). A pipe exports and imports data to/from external data sources. It acts as a translator, converting the data from the external data format to the internal ObVis representation and vice versa. Pipes can interpret file and web documents, read the structure of a file system or web site, or access databases and digital libraries.

2.5 Service Objects

A Service Object (SO) is derived from a class of the service hierarchy. It implements an internal operation that can be performed on certain IO classes or it serves as an interface to external applications and processes. SOs have one or more of the following functions:

- production: adding objects to Object Collection,
- consumption: removing objects from OC,
- reorganization: structural alteration of OC, and
- transformation: change of attributes of objects in the OC.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

ObVis is implemented in Java. As a runtime environment, Netscape Communicator is used. For the visual representation of the Object Collection, ObVis utilizes VRML 2.0 [5].

Illustration 1: Screenshot of ObVis/AssetManager.
The user interface consists of two frames in the web browser and additional dialog windows that are created on demand. One frame displays the visual representation of the Object Collection. The other frame shows the GUI of the Domain Object. The communication between the Java Domain Object and the VRML scene is established through the external-authoring interface, EAI [6]. As a VRML plugin for Netscape Communicator ObVis uses SGI's Cosmoplayer V2.1 [7]. ObVis uses JDBC to directly access a data base or it communicates with external applications via local or remote method invocation. Files and web documents are accessed through the Java File and URL classes. Currently, ObVis uses its own file format to store and load a Object Collections that is of similar structure as the VRML and OpenInventor file format. In the future, ObVis will utilize the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [8] for loading and storing ObVis files as well as for the communication with external applications.

4 APPLICATIONS

Currently, the ObVis framework is being used for the development of a variety of visualization-based applications, which are briefly described in the following subsections.

4.1 ObVis/ContentManager

ObVis/ContentManager is being developed to display the state of a content management system consisting of a set of control and service components. It is an administrational tool, which shows the architecture of a content management system. It allows examining the state of individual components and performing operations on them (e.g., start service, and cancel job). Moreover, it displays run-time information (e.g., propagation of objects through the system). Similarly, ObVis could be used to manage other processes, for example production processes or distribution of mail.

4.2 ObVis/AssetManager

ObVis/AssetManager is being designed to interface to an Intranet file asset management system using DataLinks. DataLinks is a new IBM database technology [9] that enables management of data external to a database (e.g., files on a file system or web server). DataLinks technology provides referential integrity, access control and coordinated backup and recovery of file assets along with metadata in a relational database. Applications (e.g., web server) can continue to access the files from the file system without change. ObVis/AssetManager will be used to visualize the Intranet site structure and link information, and provide services for version control and for the management and manipulation of data in a DataLinks database. Integrating ObVis with the DataLinks technology will allow managing a large collection of file assets efficiently and robustly.

4.3 ObVis/DocumentExplorer

ObVis/DocumentExplorer is being designed for a visual exploration of large multimedia object collections. It will provide basic operations like searching by metadata (e.g., image name or video description) and browsing. By integrating powerful services, like IBM's Query By Image Content (QBIC), CueVideo and TextMiner, ObVis/DocumentExplorer is expected to become a very useful tool integrating the functionality of different applications.

4.4 ObVis/DataMine

ObVis/DataMine is being designed to explore the result of data mining processes. Currently, it allows the visualization of high-dimensional clusters, and association rules [10]. The utilized layout techniques are parallel coordinates system and a new interactive method called binfields, which is currently in an experimental stage.

5 SUMMARY

ObVis has proven to be a powerful environment to develop visualization tools and front-ends for information rich applications. With the refinement of the existing applications and the development of new ones, ObVis is expected to evolve further enhancing its capabilities.
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